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VILLA AND PARK BIANCHI PIATTI CLERICI 
Velate, Via Duca d’Aosta, 15 

 

 

VILLA 

The villa is one of the most ancient of Velate, whose native nucleus probably was 

built in Middle Ages. The buildng had origin as fortress and only subsequently, 

through different transformations in the XVI and XVII century, it assumed the 

aspect of residential villa. 

The first owners were  Bianchi di Velate whose importance, not only to Varese but 

also in Milan, it has been testified by historical documents since two hundred. 

Some branches of the family Bianchi moved to the neighboring areas as Masnago 

or Caidate, the principal branch remained  in Velate and it was extinguished 

between the end of Six hundred and the beginnings of the Seven hundred, period 

in which the porch was probably painted with frescos.In this ancient buliding 

Bianchi family lived  and their last descendant, Marziale Bianchi, died without heirs 

in halves  of eight hundred. The villa was purchased by Giuseppe Piatti, and it 

finally reached the family Clerici. 



 

The central part of the building, characterized by a  "U"plant, it has a courtyard, 

around which the two wings has a porch, whose walls preserve interesting frescos 

representing scenes of hunting and rustic life datable to XVII century. 

At the end of the west wing there is the tower endowed with “loggette” and part 

of the medieval construction, and in the east wing there is a smaller courtyard 

endowed with services and rustic. 

 

THE PARK 

 

The english park, of modest dimensions, it represents a prosecution of the 

courtyard and it was created around 1878, when Piatti’s family purchased some 

grounds with constructions near to their ownership from their neighbors, Bianchi 

D’Adda.  

The garden preserves various essences typical of the English style as conifers and 

palms. 

Here it is preserved a cover of a medieval sarcophagus. 
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